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Instrumental and methodological developments in electron microscopy have always been an active subject of 

research. The continuous instrumental development, in particular with the advent of new brighter electrons sources, 

sensitive cameras(direct electron detection), aberration corrector , high collection angle EDX detector,… has led to 

the emergence of new methods of observation by original techniques. In parallel of these development, automation 
of the electron microscope is a growing research area. Algorithms were first developed for focusing and astigmatism 

correction3–5, leading to computer-assisted alignment of higher order aberrations for spherical-aberration-corrected 

TEM.6 Automation was extended to acquire tomographic tilt series for cryo-microscopy7, diffraction tomography8, 
and holographic tomography9, and recording images of many specimen areas and defocus values for single-particle 

analysis in cryo-microscopy.10 Further refinements include object displacement and focus prediction to accelerate 

acquisition of tilt series for shorter acquisition and less beam induced damage11 , online reconstruction of tilt series 

for preliminary inspection of data at the microscope12, alignment of individual particles in images to correct for 

beam induced movement13… 

For these applications, automation was developed to acquire a specific sequence of images (or datasets) under a 

chosen set of experimental conditions: high numbers of images can be easily recorded without requiring any 
operator interaction.14,15 Thanks to the computer controlled execution, automated sequences can also reduce the 

time the specimen is exposed to electrons, which is important for beam-sensitive materials.16 However, the specimen 

position and imaging conditions (notably defocus and astigmatism) are corrected only between images in a 
sequence. It is interesting to consider whether drift and aberration correction could be carried out autonomously and 

continually during image acquisition, or experiments in general. Such an advanced automation has been theorized, 

involving complete computer control of the instrument, specimen stage and detectors, together with on-line image 

processing and feedback control, all carried out continuously and in real time. 17,18 This approach has been 

successfully applied in other fields, such as correction of motion perturbation for satellite images.19 

Despite these recent developments, TEM studies continue to suffer from two important limitations: 

• The signal-to-noise is a key factor to detect low signals, or to perform low dose experiments. But it is 

strongly limited by exposure times of few seconds due to remaining mechanical or electrical instabilities. 

• Defining, optimizing and implementing original or dedicated optical alignments is very difficult to achieve 

and time-consuming. 

For the past few years, we have been developing a dynamic automation adapted to electron holography 

observations.20 The principle can be directly adapted to others TEM methods. In electron holography, the signal-to-

noise of phase measurements increases with fringe visibility and electron dose. Fringe visibility depends on the 
spatial coherence of the incident beam at the object plane, and hence the choice of overlap, and the transfer 

characteristics of the detector. Improving the visibility by spreading the beam will reduce the electron dose as 

constrained by the brightness of the electron gun. The choice of experimental parameters inevitably leads to a 

compromise. On the other hand, a longer exposure time would increase the number of electrons contributing to the 
electron hologram. This would benefit either hologram acquisitions at low beam intensities or where the total dose 

is not a constraint. However, holograms acquired over longer exposure times are deteriorated by biprism instabilities 

and specimen drift. 
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Instabilities in the biprism, due mainly to mechanical drift, cause the hologram fringes to shift over time. Simply 
increasing the acquisition time will therefore diminish the fringe visibility, counteracting the benefit of increased 

dose, and the image of the specimen will become blurred through specimen drift. A previously explored solution is 

to acquire image stacks of holograms. Summing the phases of the individual holograms compensates for fringe 

shifts and numerical reregistration can compensate for specimen drift.  Here we explore the possibilities of 
correcting both fringe instabilities and specimen drift by taking active control of the microscope deflectors and stage 

movements during the acquisition. 

We will show that unlimited acquisition times can be achieved without deterioration of fringe visibility or specimen 
image definition (Figure 1), and without any human intervention. The procedures are robust to low-dose conditions 

allowing accumulation of signal even when only 5-10 electrons per pixel contribute to individual holograms. The 

result being a single hologram with an optimized signal over noise ratio which reduces data storage compared with 

image stacks by several orders of magnitude and allows almost instant appraisal of phase quality. 

A last part of the talk will concern a short description of the full simulation software of our microscope (Hitachi 

HF3300C – I2TEM), from the emission of electrons by the cold field emission gun to their detection on the detector 

plane. 

 
 

Figure 1. Comparison of holograms and corresponding phase images between an usual exposure time of 

5 s (top images) and dynamic automation during 10 mn with -shift method (bottom images). The 

holograms have been recorded on a magnetic Ni nanowire. The phase noise has been strongly decreased 

on the -shifted hologram recorded with 10 mn of exposure time. 
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